Precipitation Chelation of Cyanide Complexes in Electroplating Industry Wastewater
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ABSTRACT: Electroplating industry wastewater (EIW) characterized by high chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a big source of water and air contamination with heavy metals. The formation of cyanide complex with heavy metals is responsible for its elevated COD. The concentration of heavy metals in EIW can be removed by the use of different precipitating agents (sulfide and hydroxide). But the major bottleneck in the removal of these metals is the presence of cyanide in EIW resulting in chelation with all the metals that are soluble in water. The present work focused on, the treatment of EIW containing Cr, Ni, Zn and CN and the optimization of dosage concentration which was reliable for the dissociation of cyanide complex for maximal removal efficiency. We used hydroxide, sulfide and carbonate precipitation from different precipitating agents (NaOH, Ca(OH)2, CaCO3, Na2S, 5H2O, NaHS and NaHSO3). Sulfide precipitation was a viable option for the treatment of EIW as compared to hydroxide and carbonate precipitation. Moreover, COD reduction capacity of sulfide precipitation was higher than others. It was also found that Ni and Cr made a complex with cyanide that halted the removal efficiency while there was no evidence for Zn complexation; otherwise fragile complexation was evidenced.
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INTRODUCTION
Discharges from electroplating industries are one of the major concerns of the present world. The establishment of electroplating industries is prohibited due to their heavy metals and other toxic chemical emissions (Aziz et al., 2008). The effluent discharged from these industries can contaminate the water resulting in toxic effect to our health and ecosystem due to their potential of bioaccumulation (Yassi et al., 2001). The effluent waste water from the electroplating industries contain chromium, cyanide, nickel, copper, zinc and lead (Aziz and Adlan, 2008; XU and Ti-Xu, 2008; Jeon et al., 2001). In electroplating industry wastewater (EIW), cyanide has a great affinity for heavy metals forming complexes with almost all the metals that are responsible for increase in COD of EIW. As cyanide causes breathing problems, neurotoxic effects, nerve damage even death (Dash et al., 2008). However, metal-cyanide complexes themselves are much less toxic than free cyanide. So, some preventive measures should be adopted to get rid of its toxic and hazardous effects. Heavy metals can be removed from EIW by the process of precipitation and ion exchange resins (Mikhopadhyay and Sundquist., 2007; Jeon et al., 2001). But the major problem is again the removal or breakage of metal-cyanide complex as a function of solution pH (Dash and Balomajumder., 2008) agitation time, settling time and precipitant dosage also (Feng et al., 2000). The metal-cyanide complex can breakdown under alkaline pH.

The specific objective of the present study was to test the suitability of precipitation chelation for heavy metals recovery from EIW using sulfide, hydroxide and carbonate as precipitants.

MATERIAL & METHODS
EIW was collected from an electroplating industry named as “Myung-Sung 344-7 Wonchun-
The range of heavy metal concentration was similar to the previous reports/studies of waste water. Based on previous studies, it was found that most of the electroplating industries have the metal concentration in the range of 100-200 mg/L in their effluent water (Jeon et al., 2001; Anon., 1980).

All the chemicals used for the study were of analytical grade. The stock solutions were made in distilled water and their pH was adjusted by adding 0.1M HCl or 0.1M NaOH. As most of the electroplating industries possess Cr, Ni, Zn and cyanide, we prepared the stock solution of Cr, Ni, Zn and cyanide by using the chemicals (98% pure) Cr$_2$O$_3$, Ni(NO$_3$)$_2$6H$_2$O, ZnSO$_4$7H$_2$O, NaCN respectively. The composition of target EIW solution was Cr 200 mg/L, Ni 200 mg/L, Zn 100 mg/L and cyanide as 150 mg/L. All the experiments were conducted at an ambient temperature of 25°C. A cylindrical batch reactor was used with a working volume of 1L. Various doses of precipitants were used according to the requirements. The chemicals were thoroughly mixed for 15 minutes by using a magnetic stirrer with 200-300 rpm. After the process of precipitation the solution was passed through a filter with a pore size of 0.45micrometer for heavy metal determination.

After the precipitation experiment, solution was analyzed by “Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer” for the detection of heavy metals concentration. The COD was measured according to standard methods (APHA, 2005).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Initially, the mixing time of the EIW with precipitant was optimized that was 10-15 minutes for each experiment. In hydroxide precipitation, we used two precipitating agents like NaOH and lime in the presence and absence of cyanide in order to compare their removal efficiency and the optimum dosage required for the maximum removal of heavy metals. Moreover, the effect of cyanide was also the point of concern. As cyanide has detrimental effects on removal efficiency, by its complexation with metals that are soluble in nature. When we conducted the experiment using NaOH (in the absence of cyanide), it was found that 400mg/L dosage of NaOH was high enough to give about 99% removal of Ni and Zn while Cr shows a removal of 66% . The pH at this dosage was 10-11.5. It was also observed that chromium showed amphoteric behavior, as its removal decreased with increasing doses of soda ash. While, in the presence of cyanide Zn, Ni and Cr removed up to 99%, 86% and 36% respectively at the dosage of 500 mg/L of NaOH. It was observed that the Ni removal retarded when NaOH dosage was added, even though the removal reached 44% with a NaOH dosage of 700mg/L. While the removal of Cr increased from 13 to 36% at the same dosage (Fig1a&b). It implied that, the cyanide did not make a complex with Zn or this complex broke at this dosage while Ni formed a complex with cyanide that could breakdown at low dosage or slightly alkaline pH and this complex got its strength with an increasing concentration of NaOH resulting in decreased removal efficiency. In case of Cr, the existence of this cyanide complex was observed but it breaks down at increased dosage. So, we have to use some other means to remove remaining Cr in the presence of cyanide that can be “ion exchanged” for further polishing of EIW.

The use of lime has advantage over caustic soda due to its lower cost and its production of higher settled sludge with high dewatering capacity (Beasley and Glass., 1998; Aziz and Smith., 1992). So, we were interested to have a look at lime precipitation and to optimize its various parameters as like caustic precipitation in the absence and presence of cyanide. When we used lime, it showed 99% removal of Cr, Ni and Zn with an optimum dosage of 600mg/L and the pH at this dosage was in the range of 9-10. Here again we observed that Cr showed amphoteric phenomenon regarding its removal , as it showed 76% , 55% and 100% removal with a dose of 200, 400 and 600mg/L respectively. So, we concluded that the Cr removal was pH dependent, as lime dosage was responsible for the change in solution pH. In the presence of cyanide, lime addition caused removal of Ni and Zn very successfully (99-100%) at dose of 600 mg/L. But in case of Cr the removal efficiency was quite low i.e. 71% only while Ni again comes into solution if we increase the dosage up to 800mg/L (Fig 2a&b).

If we compare both of the precipitating agents, it can be concluded that lime precipitation is more effective than that of caustic precipitation, as it gives higher removal efficiency of Zn, Ni, and Cr as well, but the dosage required is more (600mg/L) than other (i.e. 200mg/L). Secondly, it was seen that Cr and Ni make a complex with CN that is pH sensitive phenomenon while Zn does not make any complex; additionally, lime removes Ni even in the presence of cyanide. But its amphoteric ability also appears in lime precipitation. In hydroxide precipitation process, the COD reduced in the range of 800-900 to 400-450 mg/L by the use of lime and caustic.

Various researchers have reported that lime stone is also a potential candidate for the removal of heavy metals from most of the industrial waste water (Aziz et al., 2008). In our experiment we used CaCO$_3$ for the treatment of our target waste water, CaCO$_3$ resulted in a maximum removal efficiency of 46%, 15% and 16% for Cr , Ni and Zn respectively even though in the
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absence of cyanide (Fig. 3). Moreover, the dosage required is quite high as compared to caustic and lime precipitation resulting, increase in pH of effluent waste and sludge volume also. So, we concluded that lime stone was not a better choice for the treatment of EIW possessing heavy metals like Ni, Zn and Cr. We used different sulfide precipitating agents showing the following results. Fig. 4 shows that in the absence of cyanide Cr can be removed up to 82% while Zn and Ni up to 20 and 12% only. The pH of the solution after this treatment was in the range of 5-6. In the presence of cyanide this chemical showed very effective and interesting results that is it removed all the Cr and Ni at the dosage of 800mg/L while Zn was completely removed at 1200mg/L concentration. An important finding in this treatment may be that sulfide precipitation i.e. Na₂S₅H₂O may be more beneficial than hydroxide or limestone precipitation. As in the presence of this precipitating agent the chelation of CN⁻ with other chemicals dissociates completely and makes insoluble compounds. But the limiting factor to use this kind of technique is that, the dosage required in this experiment is high enough that will cause high sludge volume. The pH value of this effluent was 5-6.

NaHS was used as a precipitating agent by the addition of sulphuric acid to keep the pH value less than 3. In the absence of cyanide a complete removal of all the metals including Cr was obtained with a dosage of about 800 mg/L. While in the presence of cyanide there was the complete removal of Zn and Cr but Ni could be removed up to 94% and Ni again released into the solution with increase in dosage (Fig 5a&b). Here we can see that sulfide precipitation is quite satisfactory technique for the breakage of cyanide-metal complexes. The pH of the solution after this treatment was about 4.

The removal of heavy metals by the use of NaHSO₃ was done with the addition of lime, as it is a precipitating agent and it maintains the pH of the medium in alkaline range. In the absence of cyanide there was complete removal of all the metals at an optimum dose of 800 mg/L. When the cyanide was present in the solution, the removal efficiency of this agent halted. It removed Ni up to 99% at a dosage of about 400-500mg/L, but at this concentration there was only 70-80% removal of Cr and Zn. Cr and Zn removed at a dosage of 800mg/L, additionally Ni comes into the solution with increased dose of NaHSO₃ due to the reason that it may form complex with cyanide that is soluble in water (at which Zn and Cr is removed) (Fig 6a&b). So, it is not possible to remove all the metals at a single dosage. In sulfide precipitation COD of the waste water was reduced up to the level of 310 mg/L. Sulfide precipitation is also capable to remove metals from waste water (Bhattacharyya et al., 1981; Larson et al., 1976). Sulfide precipitation generates high level of sludge solids, but the problem with this kind of precipitation results in the emission of sulfide gases which are toxic to health as well as produce bad smell.

In our experiment, we used hydroxide and sulfide precipitation to remove heavy metals; it was found that, the presence of cyanide in the solution was a major bottleneck towards the removal of heavy metals (Ni, Cr, and Zn). Among these heavy metals, only nickel formed a chelate with cyanide i.e. [Ni(CN)₄]²⁻, while other metals precipitated easily in the form of their COD of the waste water was reduced up to the level of 310 mg/L. Sulfide precipitation is also capable to remove metals from waste water (Bhattacharyya et al., 1981; Larson et al., 1976). Sulfide precipitation generates high level of sludge solids, but the problem with this kind of precipitation results in the emission of sulfide gases which are toxic to health as well as produce bad smell.

In our experiment, we used hydroxide and sulfide precipitation to remove heavy metals; it was found that, the presence of cyanide in the solution was a major bottleneck towards the removal of heavy metals (Ni, Cr, and Zn). Among these heavy metals, only nickel formed a chelate with cyanide i.e. [Ni(CN)₄]²⁻, while other metals precipitated easily in the form of their COD of the waste water was reduced up to the level of 310 mg/L. Sulfide precipitation is also capable to remove metals from waste water (Bhattacharyya et al., 1981; Larson et al., 1976). Sulfide precipitation generates high level of sludge solids, but the problem with this kind of precipitation results in the emission of sulfide gases which are toxic to health as well as produce bad smell.

In our experiment, we used hydroxide and sulfide precipitation to remove heavy metals; it was found that, the presence of cyanide in the solution was a major bottleneck towards the removal of heavy metals (Ni, Cr, and Zn). Among these heavy metals, only nickel formed a chelate with cyanide i.e. [Ni(CN)₄]²⁻, while other metals precipitated easily in the form of their COD of the waste water was reduced up to the level of 310 mg/L. Sulfide precipitation is also capable to remove metals from waste water (Bhattacharyya et al., 1981; Larson et al., 1976). Sulfide precipitation generates high level of sludge solids, but the problem with this kind of precipitation results in the emission of sulfide gases which are toxic to health as well as produce bad smell.

In our experiment, we used hydroxide and sulfide precipitation to remove heavy metals; it was found that, the presence of cyanide in the solution was a major bottleneck towards the removal of heavy metals (Ni, Cr, and Zn). Among these heavy metals, only nickel formed a chelate with cyanide i.e. [Ni(CN)₄]²⁻, while other metals precipitated easily in the form of their COD of the waste water was reduced up to the level of 310 mg/L. Sulfide precipitation is also capable to remove metals from waste water (Bhattacharyya et al., 1981; Larson et al., 1976). Sulfide precipitation generates high level of sludge solids, but the problem with this kind of precipitation results in the emission of sulfide gases which are toxic to health as well as produce bad smell.
Two most common alkalies, caustic soda and lime were used for the formation of insoluble hydroxides. Lime has advantage over caustic soda of lower per unit cost for neutralizing capacity; further the settled sludge from the lime treatment was higher in solids content and much easy to dewater (Beasley et al., 1998). By the use of sulfide precipitation, a high level of metal insolubility was achieved (Cheremisionoff, 1995) but it generated large volume of sludge as compared to hydroxides. In our experiment, we optimized the conditions (dosage mg/L, pH, mixing time) for different precipitating agent (hydroxide, carbonate and sulfide) like NaOH, Ca(OH)₂, Na₂S, NaHS and NaHSO₃. Calcium carbonate is also an alternative and potential candidate for metal removal with low price and smaller sludge volume but comparatively low removal efficiency (Feng et al., 2000; Anon., 1980). We compared the removal efficiency of each agent in the presence and absence of cyanide with an optimal dosage value. It was found, that hydroxide precipitation was more convenient than sulfide precipitation, regarding its removal efficiency and the effect of metal-cyanide complex as well.

CONCLUSION

The EIW can be treated very efficiently by the use of hydroxide and sulfide precipitation. In the absence of cyanide there is no hurdle for the treatment, but in the presence of cyanide there is the formation of metal chelate that is soluble in water. Ni and Cr are the metals...
that form a soluble complex with cyanide but in case of Zn there was no evidence or effect of cyanide in mental removal. If we compare the removal efficiency of lime and caustic in the presence of cyanide, lime seems to be effective and more efficient agent, as it removes Zn and Ni but Cr is removed only up to 66%. In our experiment, it was seen that Ni showed an amphoteric behavior with the precipitant dosage whether it was hydroxide, carbonate or sulfide. Sulfide precipitation proved to be a good choice for the treatment of electroplating waste water containing Cr, Ni, Zn and cyanide as compared to carbonate and hydroxide precipitation. The order of efficiency of various precipitants was Sulfide > Hydroxide > Carbonate. In case of sulfide precipitation we could see that there was no inhibitory effect of cyanide towards the removal of metals while in hydroxide this phenomenon was very common. Sulfide precipitation requires more dosage than others resulting in high sludge volume but it is viable option in the process of waste water treatment due to its high removal capacity and low capital cost. The COD reduction capacity of sulfide was also higher than other precipitations.
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